**A927KGMS**
LG CordZero™ A9 ThinQ® Kompressor Cordless Stick Vacuum

**PRODUCT FEATURES**
- Kompressor® Technology
- 2 Quick Release Batteries
- Portable Charging Stand
- One-Touch Control
- Washable Cyclone and Filters
- Power Punch Nozzle (for furniture and other upholstery)
- 5-Step HEPA Filtration System
- Telescoping Wand
- Smart Inverter Motor™
- Universal Power Nozzle (for carpet and hardwood floors)
- Detachable Handheld Vacuum

**IN THE BOX**
- Vacuum Body
- Telescoping Wand
- Universal Power Nozzle
- Power Punch Nozzle
- Quick Release Battery
- Portable Charging Stand
- Combination Tool
- Crevice Tool
- Extra Filter

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Type: Cordless Stick + Handheld (2-in-1)
- Color: Iron Grey
- Battery Type: Lithium-ion
- Cyclone System: Axial Turbo Cyclone
- Dust Tank Capacity: 33.8 oz (when compressed)
- Charging Indicator: Yes
- Battery Life Indicator: Yes
- Charging Time: 3.5Hr
- Noise: 84 dB
- Voltage: 25.2V
- Consumption Power: 370W
- Suction Power: 200W
- Power Mode: Normal, Power, Turbo
- Battery Life (based on 2 batteries): Normal mode (Handheld) 120min / Normal mode (Stick) 80min / Power mode (Stick) 40min / Turbo mode (Stick) 12min

**KEY FEATURES**
- Tools: Power Punch Nozzle, Combination Tool, Crevice Tool

**THINQ® TECHNOLOGY**
- WiFi: Yes
- SmartDiagnosis™: Yes
- Filter Monitoring: Yes
- Battery Monitoring: Yes

**DIMENSIONS / WEIGHTS**
- Product (W x H x D): 10.2" x 44.1" x 10.6"
- Shipping (W x H x D): 11.2" x 28.3" x 9.1"
- Net Weight (w/o accys): 5.95 lbs
- Shipping Weight (pkg): 21.19 lbs

**LIMITED WARRANTY**
- Parts & Labor: 1 Year
- Smart Inverter Motor™: 10 years

**CERTIFICATES/AWARDS**
- BAF – British Allergy Foundation: Yes
- US Ergonomics: Yes

**UPC CODE**
A927KGMS (Iron Grey) 048231028912